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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an experimental comparison of various leading
vocoders for the application of HMM-based laughter synthesis. Four
vocoders, commonly used in HMM-based speech synthesis, are used
in copy-synthesis and HMM-based synthesis of both male and female laughter. Subjective evaluations are conducted to assess the
performance of the vocoders. The results show that all vocoders perform relatively well in copy-synthesis. In HMM-based laughter synthesis using original phonetic transcriptions, all synthesized laughter
voices were signiﬁcantly lower in quality than copy-synthesis, indicating a challenging task and room for improvements. Interestingly,
two vocoders using rather simple and robust excitation modeling performed the best, indicating that robustness in speech parameter extraction and simple parameter representation in statistical modeling
are key factors in successful laughter synthesis.
Index Terms— Laughter synthesis, vocoder, mel-cepstrum,
STRAIGHT, DSM, GlottHMM, HTS, HMM
1. INTRODUCTION
Text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis systems have already reached high
degree of intelligibility and naturalness, and they can be readily used
in reading aloud a given text. However, applications such as humanmachine interaction and speech-to-speech translation require that the
synthetic speech includes more expressiveness and conversational
characteristics. To bring expressiveness into speech synthesis systems, it is not sufﬁcient to only concentrate on improving the verbal
signals alone, since non-verbal signals also play an important role in
expressing emotions and moods in human communication [1].
Laughter is one such non-verbal signal playing a key role in our
daily conversations. It conveys information about emotions and fulﬁlls important social functions, such as back-channeling. Integrating
laughter into a speech synthesis system can bring the synthesis closer
to natural human conversation [2]. Hence, the research on analysis,
detection, and synthesis of laughter signals has seen a signiﬁcant increase in the last decade. In this paper, we focus on acoustic laughter
synthesis, and explore the role of vocoder techniques in statistical
parametric laughter synthesis.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the background of work done in laughter processing and laughter synthesis
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in particular. Section 3 describes the different vocoders compared in
this work. Section 4 focuses on the perceptual evaluation experiment
carried out to compare the vocoders in their capabilities to produce
natural laughter. The results of these experiments are discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of this work.
2. BACKGROUND
In the last decade, a considerable amount of research has been done
on the analysis and detection of laughter (see e.g. [3]), whereas only
a few studies have been conducted for synthesis. The characteristics
of laughter and speech are slightly different. Formant frequencies in
laughter have been reported to correspond to those of central vowels in speech, but acoustic features like fundamental frequency (F0 )
has been shown to have higher variability in laughter than in speech
[4]. Importantly, the proportion of fricatives in laughter has been reported to be about 40–50% [5], which is much higher than in speech.
Despite the differences, the same speech processing algorithms have
been applied for laughter analysis as for speech analysis.
As the acoustic behavior of laughter is different from speech,
it is relatively easy to discriminate laughter from speech. Classiﬁcation usually depends upon various machine learning methods,
such as Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), support vector machines
(SVMs), multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), or hidden Markov models
(HMMs), which all use traditional acoustic features (MFCCs, PLP,
F0 , energy, etc.). Equal error rates (EER) vary between 2% and 15%
depending on the data and classiﬁcation method used [6, 7, 8].
On the other hand, acoustic laughter synthesis is an almost unexplored domain. In [9], Sundaram and Narayanan modeled the temporal behaviour of laughter using the principle of a damped simple
harmonic motion of a mass-spring model. Laughs synthesized with
this method were perceived as non-natural by naive listeners (average naturalness score of 1.71 on a 5-point Likert scale [10]. ranging
from 1 (very poor) to 5 (excellent)). Lasarcyk and Trouvain [11]
compared two laughter synthesis approaches: articulatory synthesis resulting from a 3D modeling of the vocal organs and diphone
concatenation (obtained from a speech database). The 3D modeling led to the best results, but laughs could still not compete with
natural human laughs in terms of naturalness. Recently two other
methods have been proposed. Sathya et al. [12] synthesized voiced
laughter bouts by controlling several excitation parameters of laughter vowels: pitch period, strength of excitation, amount of frication,
number of laughter syllables, intensity ratio between the ﬁrst and
the last syllables, duration of fricative and vowel in each syllable.
The synthesized laughs reached relatively high scores in perceived
quality and acceptability, with values around 3 on a scale ranging
from 1 to 5. However, it must be noted that no human laugh was

included in the evaluation, which might have had a positive inﬂuence on the scores obtained by the synthesized laughs (as there is
no “perfect” reference to compare with in the evaluation). Also, the
method only enables the synthesis of voiced bouts (there is no control over unvoiced laughter parts). Finally, Urbain et al. [13] used
HMMs to synthesize laughs from phonetic transcriptions, similar to
the traditional methods used in statistical parametric speech synthesis. Models were trained using the HMM-based speech synthesis
system (HTS) [14] on a range of phonetic clusters encountered in 64
laughs from one person. Subjective evaluation resulted in an average
naturalness score of 2.6 out of 5 for the synthesized laughs.
From this brief review of the literature, it is clear that the research on HMM-based laughter synthesis is scarce – there exists
only one study on HMM-based laughter synthesis using a single
vocoder. In this work, we report the role of four state-of-the-art
vocoders commonly used in statistical parametric speech synthesis
for the application of HMM-based laughter synthesis.
3. VOCODERS
The following vocoders were chosen for comparison: 1) Impulse
train excited mel-cepstrum based vocoder, 2) STRAIGHT [15, 16]
using mixed excitation, 3) Deterministic plus stochastic model
(DSM) [17], and 4) GlottHMM vocoder [18]. All the vocoders use
the source-ﬁlter principle for synthesis, and thus there are two components that mostly differ among the systems: the type of spectral
envelope extraction and representation, and the method for modeling
and generating the excitation signal. The vocoders are depicted in
Table 1 and described in more detail in the following sections.
3.1. Impulse train excited mel-cepstral vocoder
The impulse train excited mel-cepstrum based vocoder (denoted in
this work as MCEP) describes speech with only two acoustic features: F0 and speech spectrum. The speech spectrum is estimated
using the algorithm described in [19]. Mel-cepstral coefﬁcients are
commonly used as the spectral representation of speech as they provide a good approximation of the preceptually relevant speech spectrum. By changing the values of α (frequency warping) and γ (factor
deﬁning generalization between LP and cepstrum), various types of
coefﬁcients for spectral representation can be obtained [19]. Here,
we use α = 0.42 and γ = 0 which correspond to simple melcepstral coefﬁcients. Both F0 and mel-cepstrum are estimated using the pitch function in speech signal processing toolkit (SPTK)
[20], which uses the RAPT method [21]. Speech is synthesized by
exciting the mel-generalized log spectral approximation (MGLSA)
ﬁlter [22] with either simple impulse train for voiced speech or white
noise for unvoiced speech. This simple excitation method has an effect that the synthesized signal often sounds buzzy.
System
MCEP

Parameters
mcep: 35 + F0 : 1

Excitation
Impulse + noise

STRAIGHT

mcep: 35 + F0 : 1
band aperiodicity: 21
mcep: 35 + F0 : 1

Mixed excitation
+ noise
DSM + noise

F0 : 1 + Energy: 1 +
HNR: 5 + source LSF: 10
+ vocal tract LSF: 30

Stored glottal
ﬂow pulse +
noise

DSM
GlottHMM

Table 1. Vocoders in test and their parameters and excitation type.
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3.2. STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT [15, 16] was proposed mainly for the high quality analysis, synthesis, and modiﬁcation of speech signals. However, more
often STRAIGHT is used as a reference for comparing between different vocoders in HMM-based speech synthesis, since it is the most
widely used vocoder, is robust and can produce synthetic speech
of good quality [23]. STRAIGHT decomposes the speech signal
into three components: 1) spectral features extracted using pitchadaptive spectral smoothing and represented as mel-cepstrum, 2)
band-aperiodicity features which represent the ratios between periodic and aperiodic components of 21 sub-bands, and 3) F0 extracted
using instantaneous-frequency-based pitch estimation. In synthesis,
STRAIGHT uses mixed excitation [24] in which impulse and noise
excitations are mixed according to the band-aperiodicity parameters
in voiced speech. The excitation of unvoiced speech is white Gaussian noise. Overlap-add is used to construct the excitation, which is
then used to excite a mel log spectrum approximation (MLSA) ﬁlter
[25] corresponding to the STRAIGHT mel-cepstral coefﬁcients.
3.3. Deterministic plus stochastic model (DSM)
The deterministic plus stochastic model (DSM) of the residual signal [26] ﬁrst estimates the speech spectrum, and uses the inverse of
the ﬁlter to reveal the speech residual. Glottal closure instant (GCI)
detection is used to extract individual GCI-centered residual waveforms, which are further resampled to ﬁxed duration. The residual
waveforms are then decomposed into the deterministic and stochastic parts in frequency domain, separated by the maximum voiced frequency Fm ﬁxed at 4 kHz. The deterministic part is computed as the
ﬁrst principal component of a codebook of residual frames centered
on glottal closure instants and having a duration of two pitch periods. The stochastic part consists of a white Gaussian noise ﬁltered
with the linear prediction (LP) model of the average high-pass ﬁltered residual signal, and time-modulated according to the average
Hilbert envelope of the stochastic part of the residual. White Gaussian noise is used as excitation for unvoiced speech. The DSM excitation is then passed through the MGLSA ﬁlter. The DSM vocoder
has been shown to reduce buzziness and to achieve comparable synthesis quality as that of STRAIGHT [26]. DSM vocoder was also
used in the previous HMM-based laughter synthesis work [13]. In
this paper, STRAIGHT is used to extract F0 and mel-cepstrum for
the DSM analysis, but the extraction of voice source features and
synthesis is performed using the DSM vocoder.
3.4. GlottHMM
The GlottHMM vocoder uses glottal inverse ﬁltering (GIF) in order
to separate the speech signal into the vocal tract ﬁlter contribution
and the voice source signal. Iterative adaptive inverse ﬁltering (IAIF)
[27] is used for the GIF, inside which LP is used for the estimation
of the spectrum. IAIF is based on repetitively estimating and canceling the vocal tract ﬁlter and voice source spectral contribution from
the speech signal. The output of the IAIF are the LP coefﬁcients,
which are converted to line spectral frequencies (LSF) [28] in order
to achieve a better parameter representation for the statistical modeling, and the voice source signal that is further parameterized into
various features. First, pitch is estimated from the voice source signal using autocorrelation method. Harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR)
of ﬁve frequency bands is estimated by comparing the upper and
lower smoothed spectral envelopes constructed from the harmonic
peaks and the interharmonic valleys, respectively. In addition, the
voice source spectrum is estimated with LP and converted to LSFs.

In synthesis, a pre-stored natural glottal ﬂow pulse is used for creating the excitation. First, the pulse is interpolated to achieve a desired
duration according to F0 , scaled in energy, and mixed with noise according to the HNR measures. The spectrum of the excitation is then
matched to the voice source LP spectrum, after which the excitation
is fed to the vocal tract ﬁlter to create speech.
4. EVALUATION
A subjective evaluation was carried out to compare the performance
of the 4 vocoders in synthesizing natural laughs. For each vocoder,
two types of samples were used: a) copy-synthesis, which consists of
extracting the parameters from a laugh signal and re-synthesizing the
same laugh from the extracted parameters; b) HMM-based synthesis, where HMM-based system is trained from a laughter database
and laughs are then synthesized using the models and the original
phonetic transcriptions of a laughter. Copy-synthesis can be seen as
the theoretically best synthesis that can be obtained with a particular vocoder, while HMM-based synthesis shows the current performance that can be achieved when synthesizing new laughs. Human
laughs were also included in the evaluation for reference.
Our initial hypotheses were the following:
• H1: Human laughs are more natural than copy-synthesis and
HMM laughs.
• H2: Copy-synthesis laughs are more natural than HMM
laughs, as they omit the modeling stage.
• H3: All vocoders are equivalent for laughter synthesis.
The third hypothesis concerns the comparison of the vocoders
among themselves, which is the main objective of this work. The
way this hypothesis is formulated illustrates the fact that we do not
have a priori expectations that one vocoder would be better suited
for laughter than other vocoders.
4.1. Data
For the purpose of this work, two voices from the AVLaughterCycle
database [29] were selected: a female voice (subject 5, 54 laughs)
and a male voice (subject 6, the same voice as in previous work [13],
64 laughs). As in [13], phonetic clusters were formed by grouping
acoustically close phones found in the narrow phonetic annotations
of the laughs [30]. This resulted in 10 phonetic clusters used for synthesis: 3 for consonants (nasals, fricatives and plosives), 4 for vowels (@, a, I and o), and 3 additional clusters were formed with typical
laughter sounds: grunts, cackles, and nareal fricative (noisy airﬂow
expelled through the nostrils). Inhalation and exhalation phones are
distinguished and form separate clusters. Hence there are 20 clusters in total when considering both inhalation and exhalation clusters. For each voice, the phonetic clusters that did not have at least
11 occurrences were assigned to a garbage class.
For each voice and each of the considered vocoders and extracted parameters (see Table 1), HMM-based systems were trained
using the standard HTS procedure [14, 31] using all the available
laughs. For the test, ﬁve laughs lasting at least 3.5 seconds were
randomly selected for each voice. For each vocoder, these laughs
were synthesized from their phonetic transcriptions (HMM synthesis) as well as re-synthesized directly from their extracted parameters (copy-synthesis). The 5 original laughs were also included in
the evaluation. This makes a total of 5 (original laughs) + 5 × 2
(HMM and copy-synthesis) × 4 (number of vocoders) = 45 laughs
in the evaluation set for both voices.
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4.2. Evaluation setup
A subjective evaluation was carried out using a web-based listening
test, where listeners were asked to rate the quality of synthesized
laughter signals on a 5-point Likert scale [10]. Participants were
suggested to use headphones, and were then presented one laugh at
a time. Participants could listen to the laugh as many times as they
wanted and were asked to rate its naturalness on a 5-point Likert
scale where only the highest (completely natural) and lowest (completely unnatural) options were labeled. The 45 laughter signals
were presented in random order. 18 participants evaluated the male
voice while 15 evaluated the female one. All listeners were between
25–35 years of age, and some of them were speech experts.
5. RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the means and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the naturalness ratings for copy-synthesis (right) and HMM synthesis (left)
of the male (upper) and female (lower) voices. The pairwise p-values
(using the Bonferroni correction) between vocoders are shown in Table 2 for copy-synthesis and in Table 3 for HMM synthesis.
As expected (H1), original human laughs were perceived as
more natural than all other laughs (copy-synthesis and HMM). In
addition, H2 was also conﬁrmed: for each vocoder, the naturalness
achieved with copy-synthesis was signiﬁcantly higher than with
HMM synthesis. The most interesting is the comparison between
the vocoders (H3). In copy-synthesis, GlottHMM was rated as less
natural than all other vocoders (for both female and male), MCEP
and DSM obtained similar naturalness scores, while STRAIGHT
was slightly preferred for female laughs (but not for male laughs).
This may indicate that STRAIGHT is potentially the most suitable vocoder for laughter synthesis with the female voice, while
MCEP, DSM, and STRAIGHT are equivalently good for the male
voice. This trend is generally conﬁrmed when looking at HMMbased laughter synthesis (right plots), where it appears that MCEP
obtained the best results for the female voice, followed by DSM,
STRAIGHT and ﬁnally GlottHMM. For the male laughs, DSM
achieved the best results, slightly over STRAIGHT and ﬁnally
MCEP and GlottHMM, which were rated as similar. However, the
only statistically signiﬁcant differences with HMM synthesis were
for the female voice with MCEP (signiﬁcantly more natural than
STRAIGHT and GlottHMM) and DSM (signiﬁcantly better than
GlottHMM).
These results indicate that MCEP and DSM are in general good
choices for laughter synthesis. Both vocoders use simple parameter representation in statistical modeling: only F0 and spectrum are
Female

Male

System
DSM
Glott
MCEP
STR
Nat
System
DSM
Glott
MCEP
STR
Nat

DSM
−
0.006
1
1
0
DSM
−
0.003
1
1
0

Glott
0.006
−
0.04
0.002
0
Glott
0.003
−
0
0.002
0

MCEP
1
0.04
−
1
0
MCEP
1
0
−
1
0.027

STR
1
0.002
1
−
0
STR
1
0.002
1
−
0

Nat
0
0
0
0
−
Nat
0
0
0.027
0
−

Table 2. Pairwise p-values between the vocoders copy-synthesis and
natural laughs. Statistically signiﬁcant results are marked in bold.
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Fig. 1. Naturalness scores for copy-synthesis (left) and HMM synthesis (right) for the male (upper) and female (lower) speakers.
modeled and all other features are ﬁxed. Accordingly, the synthesis
procedure of these vocoders is very simple: the excitation generation
depends only on the modeled F0 . In DSM, Fm , residual waveform,
and noise time envelope are ﬁxed and thus they cannot produce additional artefacts beyond possible errors in F0 and spectrum. MCEP
obtained the best naturalness scores for the female voice, although
the known drawback of this method is its buzziness. This was likely
not too disturbing as the the female voice used few voiced segments.
The buzziness could, however, explain why male laughs synthesized
with MCEP were perceived as less natural than female laughs, since
the male laughs contained more and longer voiced segments.
STRAIGHT performed better in copy-synthesis with a female
voice but cannot hold this advantage in HMM-based laughter synthesis, when statistical modeling is involved. This may well be due
to the modeled aperiodicity parameters, which are difﬁcult to estimate from the challenging laughter signals, consisting a lot of partly
voiced sounds. Moreover, STRAIGHT pitch estimation is known to
be unreliable with non-modal voices (see e.g. [32]), which is very
often the case with laughter. Thus, the estimated aperiodicity paramFemale

Male

System
DSM
Glott
MCEP
STR
System
DSM
Glott
MCEP
STR

DSM
−
0.003
1
0.16
DSM
−
0.14
0.46
1

Glott
0.003
−
0
0.34
Glott
0.14
−
1
1

MCEP
1
0
−
0.02
MCEP
0.46
1
−
1

STR
0.16
0.34
0.02
−
STR
1
1
1
−

Table 3. Pairwise p-values between HMM synthesis of different
vocoders. Statistically signiﬁcant results are marked in bold.
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eters may have a lot of inconsistent variation, thus degrading the statistical modeling of the parameters. Therefore, in HMM synthesis,
the mixed excitation may fail to produce an appropriate excitation.
GlottHMM also suffers occasionally from pitch estimation errors, especially if the voicing settings are not accurately set or speech
material is challenging. At least the latter is true with laughter, in
which the vocal folds do not reach a complete closure as in modal
speech [33]. Pitch estimation errors are even more harmful for the
GlottHMM vocoder than the other vocoders since the analysis of
voiced and unvoiced sounds is treated completely in a different manner. Thus, voicing errors generate severe errors in the output parameters of GlottHMM. GlottHMM is also considerably more complex
than the other systems, thus making the statistical modeling of all
the parameters challenging with small amount of data.
Finally, the role of the training material was not studied in this
experiment, but it is expected that it also has a signiﬁcant effect,
especially when dealing with challenging material such as laughter.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an experimental comparison of four vocoders
for HMM-based laughter synthesis. The results show that all
vocoders perform relatively well in copy-synthesis. However, in
HMM-based laughter synthesis, all synthesized laughter voices
were signiﬁcantly lower in quality than in copy-synthesis. The
evaluation results revealed that two vocoders using rather simple
and robust excitation modeling performed the best, while two other
vocoders using more complex analysis, parameter representation,
and synthesis suffered from the statistical modeling. These ﬁndings
suggest that the robustness of parameter extraction and representation is a key factor in laughter synthesis, and increased efforts should
be directed on enhancing the robust estimation and representation of
the acoustic parameters of laughter.
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